
FEATURE SHEET

DNS Filtering
An integrated feature available with N-able N-central

Smart threat protection

• Help prevent access to unwanted and malicious 
content on and off your network

• Block phishing, viruses, and other cyberthreats, 
including zero day attacks, with smart identification 
of malicious domains—typically 80 hours faster than 
many other solutions

• Gain enhanced visibility, control, and reporting of
devices with roaming clients

Multiclient management from a single platform

• Onboard quickly and manage your clients from a single
pane of glass in N-central

• Add customers’ sites and configurations typically 
within minutes—no software or hardware installation 
required

Global anycast network

• Benefit from a highly redundant and reliable anycast
network: 50 data centers worldwide and multiple 
nodes per center

• Help ensure high network performance with one of the
largest number of data centers in the industry

Artificial Intelligence

• Identify malicious websites in real time using AI
categorization

• Block previously uncategorized phishing threats with 
imagery-based anti-phishing tactics

• Help prevent zero day threats using advanced
scanning technology

• Mitigate botnet, malicious cryptomining, and malware
threats via threat feed augmentation

N-able™ DNS Filtering is an integrated feature
in N-able N-central® that helps MSPs protect
customers from online security threats and
inappropriate content using a combination of
security heuristics, real-time threat recognition,
and domain categorization. DNS Filtering uses
smart threat protection to recognize and block
malicious websites in real time before they can
impact your customers and their users. Protect
them, on and off network, with the DNS Filtering
solution. It’s fully cloud-based, allowing for wider,
faster scalability.
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On-demand, drill-down reporting

• Choose from comprehensive reports by location or 
user to reveal usage patterns and top destinations

• Visualize network activity and make adjustments with 
detailed reporting on customers’ network traffic and 
security

• Expose security weaknesses with DNS activity logs

Policy customization

• Create custom policies for each device, group, or 
entire networks 

• Take advantage of unlimited blocked pages, along with 
the ability to redirect users to a custom blocked page

About N-able 
N-able empowers managed services providers (MSPs) to help small and medium enterprises navigate the digital 
evolution. With a flexible technology platform and powerful integrations, we make it easy for MSPs to monitor, 
manage, and protect their end customer systems, data, and networks. Our growing portfolio of security, 
automation, and backup and recovery solutions is built for IT services management professionals. N-able 
simplifies complex ecosystems and enables customers to solve their most pressing challenges. We provide 
extensive, proactive support—through enriching partner programs, hands-on training, and growth resources—to 
help MSPs deliver exceptional value and achieve success at scale.
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